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ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed the explosive growth of online social media. Weibo, a famous “Chinese Twitter”, has attracted over 0.5 billion users in less than four years, with more than 1000 tweets generated in every second. These tweets are informative but very fragmented, and thus would be better archived from an event perspective, as done by Weibo itself in the “Micro-Topic” program. This effort, however, is yet far from satisfaction for not providing enough analytical power to events. In light of this, in this demo paper, we propose SEA, a System for Event Analysis on Chinese tweets. In general, SEA is an event-centric, multi-functional platform that conducts panoramic analysis on Weibo events from various aspects, including the semantic information of the events, the temporal and spatial trends, the public sentiments, the hidden sub-events, the key users in the event diffusion and their preferences, etc. These functions are enabled by the integration of various analytical models and by the NoSQL techniques adopted purposefully for massive tweets management. Finally, a case study on the “Spring Festival” event demonstrates the effectiveness of SEA. To our best knowledge, SEA is the first third-party system that provides panoramic analysis to Weibo events.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—Data Mining; H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Text Mining—complexity measures, performance measures; J.4 [Social and Behavioral Sciences]: Miscellaneous
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of online social networks has attracted enormous Internet users in this decade. They are becoming the mainstream online social media for information sharing.
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Twitter (www.twitter.com), a microblogging site launched in 2006, has over 300 million registered users, with over 140 million posts, known as tweets, being published every day. In China, Weibo (www.weibo.com), a Twitter-like service launched in 2009, has accumulated more than 500 million users in less than four years. Every second, more than 1000 Chinese tweets are posted on Weibo.

The massive tweets have conveyed abundant and timely information to Weibo users, but also brought the serious information-overload problem. Moreover, the tweets are often too short and scattered on the Weibo system, which prevents users from knowing complete pictures. One way to alleviate this is to archive related tweets into events, as done by Weibo itself in its “Micro-Topic” program. But this is yet an initial step, and further study is in great need to enable event analysis on archived tweets. For instance, people would like to know the semantic information of an event, the temporal and spatial trends, and the public sentiments towards the event, from a macro-scope view. Moreover, some people might have further interests in the micro-scope view of the event, such as the key users in propagating the event and their preferences, the important tweets related to the event and their retweeting history, and the interesting sub-events hidden inside the big event.

We therefore propose SEA: a System for Event Analysis on Chinese tweets to meet this challenge. In general, SEA is an event-centric, multi-functional, and big-data-oriented analytical platform. It is capable of performing panoramic analysis on Weibo events from both the macro-scope and micro-scope views. These multi-functions are based on the integration of various analytical models and on the adoption of NoSQL techniques designed purposefully for massive document management. Finally, a case study on the “Spring Festival” event demonstrates the effectiveness of SEA. To our best knowledge, SEA is the first third-party system that provides panoramic analysis to Weibo events.

We finally briefly review some related systems and research. In industry, “Twitter Analysis” (analytics.twitter.com) showcases the deep user information, and “Micro-Topic” (topic.weibo.com) collects the relevant tweets. But neither of them can perform panoramic analysis on Weibo events. In the literature, there have been a great deal of related research, such as the ones for event detection [8, 7], sentiment analysis [10, 2], and information diffusion [6, 9]. These studies, however, are still fragmented and need to be further integrated and adjusted upon practical demands on big-data analytics.
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we briefly introduce the framework of SEA. As shown in Fig. 1, SEA consists of three layers, namely the Application, the Model and the Data layers.

The “Application Layer” contains SEA’s analytical modules for a user-specified event, with a user-friendly search-box as the entry. In general, SEA provides two views for an event. The “Macro-View” summarizes an event using statistics in four aspects, i.e., the temporal and spatial distributions of relevant tweets, the public sentiments towards the event, and the semantic information of the event. The “Micro-View” provides a closer look at the event, by probing the whole authorities in event diffusion, by profiling them with the Area-of-Interest and Topic-of-Interest information, by exploring important tweets using vivid retweeting trees, and by detecting important sub-events with semantic descriptions. The macro- and micro-views together provide panoramic information about an event, which, in turn, reflects the event-centric and multi-functional features of SEA.

The “Model Layer” integrates various important models to support the analytical functions of SEA. For instance, Link Analysis is adopted for identifying key users in information diffusion and for finding the Area-of-Interest of the users. Natural Language Processing is frequently used whenever semantic information is needed. Time Series Analysis can help to identify important sub-events hidden within a big event. More details about the usage of these models will be given in Section 3 below.

The “Data Layer” is designed purposefully for handling massive tweets. Specifically, SEA adopts MongoDB, a well-known NoSQL database, to store unstructured raw tweets. This enables the future expansion of SEA to the distributed environment, as more tweets keep coming in. SEA also provides two main functions for data manipulation. The first one is to extract, transform and load tweets from Weibo to the database using a parallelled ETL module. The second one is to retrieve tweets and preprocess the data to feed analytical models in an efficient manner, via the indexing structure specially designed to speed up the information retrieval. Due to the page limit, we omit the technical details of the data layer.

3. METHODS

In this section, we introduce in detail some key models employed by SEA.

3.1 Whole-Authorities Probing

It is always very important to identify the whole set of authorities in the diffusion of an event. The problem is, we can only maintain a sub-network of about 80 thousand users in SEA, which is indeed a tiny portion compared to the over 0.5 billion total Weibo users. To deal with this, we propose a Whole-Authorities Probing (WAP) scheme as follows.

WAP rests itself on the assumption that given an event (1) each authority should be involved in at least one popular tweet about that event (publish or retweet that tweet), and (2) each popular tweet should be captured by at least one user stored in SEA. In this way, we can take the users in SEA as social sensors for popular tweets, and then use these tweets to probe the whole authorities even outside SEA. In detail, we take a three-step procedure as follows: (i) Search tweets related to some event published by users in SEA; (ii) Trace the retweeting tree for every tweet, and integrate multiple trees into a directed graph with all the stakeholders; (iii) Identify all the authorities from the graph.

The trace of the retweeting tree in Step ii is actually non-trivial. To reduce the number of requests through API, we first locate the root user of the tree based on the metadata of the tweet, and request API once for all the retweets. These retweets are then sorted in an increasing order of the publishing time, and the retweeting tree is finally constructed from the root to the leaves according to the user information led by the first “/@” mark in the title of each retweet. For the retweets missing any “/@” mark in the title, we simply link the users to the root. The integration of multiple retweeting trees in Step ii is straightforward by pooling the users and drawing the directed edges weighted by the sum of the retweeting times.

The generated graph might still be too huge to handle given a popular event. We employ three strategies to alleviate this. First, only the top-K most popular tweets (with highest retweeted times) will be traced in Step ii, which, in many cases, already cover most users. Second, only the retweets published in the first T hours will be used for building the retweeting trees, since authorities usually involve in an event in its early stage and they are the driving force for the diffusion. We can set K and T specifically according to the event context. Finally, the Hadoop framework is adopted to parallel matrix computations when using PageRank to find authorities. Note that K = 20% and T = 24 were employed as the default settings in SEA.

3.2 User Profiling

User profiling is for further understanding the preferences and behavioral patterns of Weibo users, especially the authorities found above. In SEA, Weibo users are profiled in four aspects (D.B.I.P.): Demographics, Behaviors, Influences, and Preferences. Demographic information can be obtained directly via API requests. Behavioral information is concerned with the publishing history of a user, described by various statistics such as #tweets in total, #tweets in a certain period, and the ratio of retweets to total tweets, which generally indicate the vitality of a user in information diffusion. Influential information is characterized by features such as #followers, #followees, and the importance of followers, which could help to estimate the potential influence a user can cast by his voice. Preferential information, however, cannot be computed directly as above, and thus is the key challenge in user profiling.
We first tag a user by his Area of Interest (AoI). A method based on link analysis is proposed here. The basic idea is a user with an obvious AoI is more likely to follow or be followed by users with the same AoI. Along this line, we first categorize AoI into eight major classes including Culture, Education, Entertainment, Fashion, Finance, Media, Sport, and Technology. Each class $i$ is then assigned with a Seed Set $S_i$ containing 100 users with obvious AoI in class $i$, manually selected from the Hall of Fame maintained by Weibo. We then boost $S_i$ into a larger Prototypical Set $P_i$ by adding some followees of $S_i$ [3]. Suppose a user $f$ is followed by at least one user in $S_i$. Let $n(f, S_i)$ denote the number of followers of $f$ from $S_i$. Then the membership score of $f$ with respect to class $i$ can be computed as

$$M(f, S_i) = \frac{n(f, S_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{8} n(f, S_i)}, \quad i = 1, \cdots, 8. \quad (1)$$

The followees with top-200 $M(f, S_i)$ are then combined with the users in $S_i$ to form $P_i$, $i = 1, \cdots, 8$. Now we can tag a user according to his outside links to the users in the prototypical sets. Given a user $u$, let $n(u, P_i)$ denote the number of followees of $u$ in $P_i$, $i = 1, \cdots, 8$. Then similar to Eq. (2), the membership score of $u$ w.r.t. class $i$ is

$$M(u, S_i) = \frac{n(u, P_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{8} n(u, P_i)}, \quad i = 1, \cdots, 8. \quad (2)$$

We finally tag $u$ by the two AoIs with the highest membership scores.

We then tag a user by his Topic of Interest (ToI). The LDA model with a fast implementation [1] is adopted for this purpose. To train LDA, we collect 4 million tweets published by 0.15 million users in Feb. 2013. All these tweets are preprocessed to form the corpus, based on which a mixture of topics are finally assigned to the users.

### 3.3 Sentimental Analysis

The public sentiments toward an event are often the concern of parties of various interests. SEA employs an emotion-based strategy to build a Naïve Bayes classifier for sentimental analysis.

In our previous work [10], we have discussed the reasons for modeling sentiments on emoticons, including the wide adoption of emoticons in Chinese tweets (nearly 85.5% of users used emoticons in 2011), the unavailability of authoritative Chinese dictionaries, the rapid emergence of new words, and the concept drift of some popular words. The choice of Naïve Bayes classifier is due to its simplicity and high-efficiency, which actually performs better than the Support Vector Machines in [10]. Nevertheless, we have made some progresses in SEA as follows.

First, we map the emoticons to only two types of sentiments: positive and negative, which helps to improve the mapping accuracy. In detail, we first extract all the emoticons from over 8 million tweets published by around 0.2 million users in 2011; we then filter out “cold” or ambiguous emoticons and manually map the remaining emoticons to the two sentiments; we further relate each emoticon to the semantics of the hosted tweets, to validate the mapping accuracy. As a result, we finally obtain 141 emoticons on the positive side and 96 on the negative side.

Some special treatments are as follows. First, some defects of Chinese-word segmentation tools, such as filtering out some important Chinese separate words (e.g., love, praise, cool) and keeping the irrelevant star names led by “@”, are carefully addressed in SEA. Second, the captions of the emoticons are added to the feature set of the training corpus. Third, the original tweets are used instead when the retweets are blank. These treatments indeed improve the quality of the sentimental classifier in SEA.

Experiments on 8.23 million tweets (P/N=3/1) using 10-fold cross validation demonstrate that the Naïve Bayes classifier built on the under-sampling strategy yields satisfactory results, as shown in Table 1.

### 3.4 Sub-Event Detection

It is not unusual that an event is driven by a series of interesting sub-events and thus has a longer life cycle. The difficulty in detecting sub-events is that one must distinguish between sub-events that could have occurred by chance and sub-events that are statistically significant. We here employ a rank-based statistic method [5] as follows.

We define a time series of length $N$ by $T = [v_1, v_2, \cdots, v_N]$, where $v_i$ is the value, e.g., #tweets in total, at time $t$. To reduce the noise interference, we first transform the quantities into the rank values. That is, we rank each point in $T$, denoted as $r_t$ ($1 \leq t \leq N$), from 1 to $N$, where 1 is assigned to the smallest value and $N$ to the largest value. Let $Q(s, w)$ be the sum of the rank values within the window $[s, s+w-1]$:

$$Q(s, w) = r_s + r_{s+1} + \cdots + r_{s+w-1}, \quad (3)$$

where $1 \leq s \leq s+w-1 \leq N$. By changing $s$ and $w$ in $Q(s, w)$, we can obtain all the possible values of $Q(s, w)$. We then use Monte Carlo simulation in SEA to determine the $p$-value of each $Q(s, w)$, and the one with $p < \alpha$ indicates a significant sub-event, where $\alpha$ is the significance level. Note that the number of sampling is at least $1/\alpha^2[4]$, where $\epsilon$ is the expected error. We set $\alpha = 0.05$ and $\epsilon = 0.05$ by default in SEA.

### 4. CASE STUDY

In this section, we show a case study of SEA on the “2013 Spring Festival” event. To this end, we search tweets in SEA using “spring” (in Chinese). Altogether 51.9 thousand tweets were hit, which were published by 37.3 thousand users.

#### 4.1 The Macro-View

The macro-view of SEA consists of four parts: the temporal trend, the spatial distribution, the semantics, and the sentiments of an event. These parts for the Spring Festival event are summarized in Fig. 2, from which several interesting findings can be drawn. First, the number of tweets sharply drops at Feb. 9th and does not break out of the low valley until Feb. 15th. This valley corresponds to the Spring Festival holidays exactly, which indicates that the life on Weibo steps aside in the Chinese traditional festivals. In addition, the semantics and sentiments are also closely related to the happiness theme of Spring Festival. For instance, the most staring words in the cloud are “family re-

### Table 1: Classification validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
union dinner” and “New Year’s Eve entertainment”, and the sentiments reflect the delighted celebration of the festival.

4.2 The Micro-View

Here, we take a deeper look at the microscopic results of SEA from four aspects: authority probing, user profiling, tweet tracing and event detection.

Authority Probing. By using WAP illustrated in Sect. 3.1, we expand the network scale from 37280 to 1217853 (1180033 outside SEA). Fig. 3 showcases several key authorities inside and outside SEA. For instance, Kaifu Lee and Manzi Xue are active opinion leaders on Weibo, and Qian Liu and Yundi Lee are partners of the magic show on CCTV Spring Festival Gala. In this way, not only the authorities inside SEA, but also those outside SEA can be detected effectively.

User Profiling. Fig. 4 shows the preferential information of two users: Vista and Kaifu Lee. AoI tags assigned to Vista are “Media” and “Culture”, which are consistent to the fact that Vista is a famous news magazine in China. Also, “Technology” and “Finance” are accurate for Kaifu Lee since he used to work in IT industry and now is a venture cap-

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a System for Event Analysis (SEA) on Chinese tweets. In general, SEA is an event-centric, multi-functional platform designed purposefully for massive tweets analysis. SEA successfully integrates the spatio-temporal, textual, and networked information extracted from tweets and users, to provide extensive analysis to Weibo events. A case study on the “Spring Festival” event demonstrates the effectiveness of SEA. To our best knowledge, SEA is the first third-party system that provides panoramic analysis to Weibo events.
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